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 Definition of Minor:

◦ The word “minor” denotes person who has not attained the

legally required age of majority / adulthood.

◦ “Minor” can be defined in two perspectives:

 (i) Nepalese Legal Definition: Section 2(j) of Nepalese

Children’s Act, 2018 (2075 B.S.) has defined “Child” as

person not having completed the age of 18 years. Prior to

2075/06/02, the then Nepalese Children’s Act, 1992 (2048

B.S.) in Section 2(a) had defined “Child” as “a minor not

having completed the age of sixteen years.”

 (ii)International Legal Definition: Article 1 of United

Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989

defines “child” as “every human being below the age of

eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child,

majority is attained earlier.”



 Definition of Minor...

 Nepal had ratified UNCRC on 14th September 1990

and by virtue of Section 9 of the Nepalese Treaty Act,

International provisions prevail over the provisions of

Nepalese Law in case of inconsistency to the extent of

inconsistency. However, CRC has allowed national

autonomy of Nepal to determine its own standard of

majority, 16 years was the age of majority under

Nepalese Legal system prior to 2075/06/02 and

currently 18 years without confusion.

 Writ Ongoing in SCt. Kul B. Bogati



 Concept of Juvenile Delinquency: Juvenile delinquency is the: 

(i) breaking of the penal law by minors. The two types / categories of 

delinquency are:

 General offences: Minors who commit crimes punishable by law (such as 

robbery, homicide).

 Status Offences: Minors who commit offenses ordinarily not considered 

criminal for adults (such as smoking). Adolescents, especially males, are 

responsible for nearly half of crimes committed, especially against 

property.

(ii) conduct by a juvenile characterized by antisocial behaviour that is beyond parental 

control and therefore subject to legal action.

 (iii) violation of the law committed by a juvenile and not punishable by 

death or life imprisonment.

 (iv) situation of children where they are in “conflict with law”.



 Juvenile justice is:

(i) "an integral part of the national development process

of each country, within a comprehensive framework of

social justice for all juveniles, thus, at the same time,

contributing to the protection of the young and the

maintenance of a peaceful order in society." -----

Definition by General Principle No. 1.4 of the United

Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration

of Juvenile Justice (The Beijing Rules, 1985).

(ii) Concerned primarily with children's well-being,

including child health, abuse and youth crime.



 Until 20th century: Little difference between how the justice system

treated adults and children.

 Same punishment as adults, including the death penalty.

 Gradually, attitudes toward children who committed crimes began to

change.

 The term "delinquent child" rather than "criminal" began its

development with the creation of the first separate juvenile courts.

 Development of the philosophy of "parens patriae."- Delinquency as

sign of a lack of parental care and control. This issue was ultimately

addressed by the U.S. Supreme Court, beginning around 1960s.

 All states now have a "Juvenile Code" or "Children’s Code" that

provides specific substantive and procedural rules for juveniles in

the juvenile justice system. In addition to mandating state juvenile

code requirements, the U.S. Supreme Court mandated constitutional

due process standards in juvenile proceedings.



 In the matter of a juvenile by the name of Gerald Gault (In re

Gault, 387 U.S. 1, 87 S. Ct. 1248 (1967)), the U.S. Supreme

Court established that a juvenile accused of a crime is entitled

to the same due process rights guaranteed to adults, namely

the right to counsel, the right to notice, and the right to

confront and cross–examine witnesses, as well as the privilege

against self–incrimination. This was a significant change.

Previously, the attitude had been that children did not need

these rights—the state was bound to act in their best interest

under the parens patriae doctrine.

 Then came UN Declaration on the rights of Child, 1959. Then

United Nations Convention on The Rights of Child, 1989.

Likewise, numerous soft laws have been promulgated under

the initiation of UN General Assembly such as- Tokyo Rules,

Riyadh Guidelines, JDL Rules, Beijing Rules and so on.



 Juvenile justice is based on assumption that juvenile cannot be

held responsible for their wrongful acts in the same way as

adults because they are at an early stage of their mental

development.

 Juvenile Justice concerns not only treatment of children in

conflict with law but also includes the efforts to address the

root causes of delinquencies and implementing measures to

prevent such behaviours.

 Fundamental issues are:

i. Best Responses: What is the best response to juvenile

delinquencies?



ii. Responses that teach lesson to juveniles: Which responses are

more likely to help juveniles learn from their mistakes and

make socially more productive decisions in the future?

iii.Accountability and Responsibility: How to make juveniles

more accountable and responsible when they become adults?

iv.Prevention: What are the methods of preventing juveniles

from committing delinquencies?

v. Juveniles are considered immature: Because they do not know

what they are doing is wrong, they are unable to foresee the

harm that their actions might cause, they may not be able to

refrain from doing activities, and they might easily be influenced

by others. Thus separate justice system has been created to deal

with the children in conflict with law.



 v.

 vi.Children be placed in the least restrictive environment: Incarceration

of juveniles is a delicate matter. Institutionalization of a juvenile ought

to be a last resort after reasonable inquiry and that too for the minimum

possible duration. There must be some balancing between the interests

of the juvenile and other interests affected by the juvenile's actions.

 vii.Protection from negative effects of adult justice system: How should

the children and adolescent be treated in such a manner aimed at

protecting them from negative effects of adult justice system?

 viii.Victims of Circumstances: Children in conflict with law are

considered as victims of circumstances.

 ix.Notion of Parens patriae: Parens patriae (parent of the country) The

underlying principle of Parens patriae is that the parents are merely the

agents of the society in the area of the childrearing, and that the state

has teh primary and legimitate interest in the upbringing of its children.

This issue/notion is very much alive in the functioning of the juvenile

justice system even nowadays.



x.Diversion Schemes: What are the diversion away schemes from the

normal justice process of juveniles who are at the early stages of

offending?

 xi.Protection and Rehabilitation: What are the methods of protection

and rehabilitation of those juveniles who are already in the system? The

first Juvenile Court was established in Chicago, United States in 1899.

Before the establishment, throughout the late 18th century, "infants"

below the age of reason (traditionally age 7) were presumed to be

incapable of criminal intent and were therefore, exempt from

prosecution and punishment. Prior to this, children as young as 7,

however, could stand trial in criminal court for offences committed

and, if found guilty, could be sentenced to prisoner even to death.

 xii.Best Interest Protection: How to treat children in conflict with law

fairly and with dignity considering over juvenile's age and

developmental stage while also keeping in mind the Best Interest

Protection of the child.



 xiii.Equal treatment: Equal treatment to all children by the juvenile Justice

System.

 xiv.Juvenile needs v. Community safety:

 Thus, Article 40(1) of the UN Convention on the Rights of Child, 1989

requires state parties to establish a distinct justice system in order to protect

the best interest of the children in conflict with law.



A.Biological Factors:

(i)Biological and genetic Factor: Delinquents are born and they 

can be identified by looking at their facial and bodily structure. 

(Biological Theory)

(ii)Genetic/biological and environmental factors collectively 

(Bio-social Theory)

(iii)Development of Id part of human brain and under 

development of Ego and Super Ego due to early childhood’s 

traumatic experiences. (Psychodynamic Theory)



B.Sociological Factors:

(i)Social Disorganization (Social Disorganization Theory)

(ii)Criminal Association (Differential Association Theory)

(iii)Labelling of young children as offender turns them criminal 

(Labelling Theory)

(iv)Lack of social control and socialization (Social Control 

Theory)

(v)Learning in society (Social Learning Theory)



C. Psychological Factors:

(i)Rational choice or Free Will (Rational Choice Theory)

(ii)Strain or Tension due to poverty which makes child unable to

achieve socially valued goals by legitimate means (Strain

Theory)



 The child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity,

needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal

protection, before as well as after birth. (Declaration of the

Rights of the Child)

 UN General Assembly adopted the UN Declaration of the

Rights of the Child, 1959 which enunciated ten principles

 These principles aim to enable every child to (i) have a happy

childhood, (ii) enjoy for his own good and for the good of

society the rights and freedoms, and (iii) calls upon parents,

upon men and women as individuals, and upon voluntary

organizations, local authorities and national Governments to

recognize these rights and strive for their observance by

legislative and other measures progressively taken in

accordance with the following principles:



 Principle 1 Principle of Non Discrimination.[The child shall enjoy

all the rights set forth in this Declaration. Every child, without any

exception whatsoever, shall be entitled to these rights, without

distinction or discrimination on account of race, colour, sex,

language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social

origin, property, birth or other status, whether of himself or of his

family. Also Article 2 of CRC provides that the Convention applies

to every child whatever their ethnicity, gender, religion, abilities,

whatever they think or say, no matter what type of family they come

from.]

 Principle 2 Best Interest Protection of the child as of paramount

consideration[The child shall enjoy special protection, and shall be

given opportunities and facilities, by law and by other means, to

enable him to develop physically, mentally, morally, spiritually and

socially in a healthy and normal manner and in conditions of

freedom and dignity. In the enactment of laws for this purpose, the

best interests of the child shall be the paramount consideration.]



Principle 3 Identity: The child shall be entitled from his birth to a name and a

nationality.

Principle 4 Social Security.[The child shall enjoy the benefits of social

security. He shall be entitled to grow and develop in health; to this end,

special care and protection shall be provided both to him and to his mother,

including adequate pre-natal and post-natal care. The child shall have the

right to adequate nutrition, housing, recreation and medical services.]

Principle 5 Special Treatment to Handicapped Children: The child who is

physically, mentally or socially handicapped shall be given the special

treatment, education and care required by his particular condition.

Principle 6Need for Love and Understanding.[The child, for the full and

harmonious development of his personality, needs love and understanding. He

shall, wherever possible, grow up in the care and under the responsibility of

his parents, and, in any case, in an atmosphere of affection and of moral and

material security; a child of tender years shall not, save in exceptional

circumstances, be separated from his mother. Society and the public

authorities shall have the duty to extend particular care to children without a

family and to those without adequate means of support. Payment of State and

other assistance towards the maintenance of children of large families is

desirable.]



 Principle 7 Education and Play:The child is entitled to receive

education, which shall be free and compulsory, at least in the

elementary stages. He shall be given an education which will

promote his general culture and enable him, on a basis of

equal opportunity, to develop his abilities, his individual

judgement, and his sense of moral and social responsibility,

and to become a useful member of society.The best interests of

the child shall be the guiding principle of those responsible for

his education and guidance; that responsibility lies in the first

place with his parents.The child shall have full opportunity for

play and recreation, which should be directed to the same

purposes as education; society and the public authorities shall

endeavour to promote the enjoyment of this right.



 Principle 8 Protection with first priority: The child shall in all

circumstances be among the first to receive protection and

relief.

 Principle 9 Protection against exploitation.[The child shall be

protected against all forms of neglect, cruelty and exploitation.

He shall not be the subject of traffic, in any form. The child

shall not be admitted to employment before an appropriate

minimum age; he shall in no case be caused or permitted to

engage in any occupation or employment which would

prejudice his health or education, or interfere with his

physical, mental or moral development.]



 Principle 10 Bringing up in the spirit of Universal

Brotherhood.[The child shall be protected from practices

which may foster racial, religious and any other form of

discrimination. He shall be brought up in a spirit of

understanding, tolerance, friendship among peoples, peace and

universal brotherhood, and in full consciousness that his

energy and talents should be devoted to the service of his

fellow men.]



Dean Champion has enlisted six models of Juvenile Justice

System namely-

 1)Rehabilitation Model: It believes that delinquency is a result

of failure of a child to integrate into the society and abide by

the social norms. Failure of a child to have meaningful

relationship with friends, poor educational performance and

other socially aberrant behaviours leads to juvenile offences.

The model seeks to get to the root of the delinquency by

conducting programs that inspire change in the offenders'

"attitude", personalities or character". The model promotes

juvenile justice system.



 2)Treatment or Medical Model: Juvenile delinquency is a result

of dysfunction and "disease" in a child. It identifies the actual

reasons of delinquencies and addresses such reasons, whereby

not only recidivism is prevented but the child is also treated of

the disease leading to the commission of delinquency.

 3)Noninterventionist Model: This model assumes that the

juvenile justice system can better serve its objectives by

restraining from a direct contact with a juvenile offender. The

contact of a juvenile offender with a juvenile justice system can

prove counterproductive and instigate recidivism.

 4)Due-process Model: The due-process model entails protection

of basic fair trial rights of all accused, including juveniles such as

right to be presumed innocent, guilt should be established beyond

reasonable doubt, right to representation etc. should be respected

at all stages of juvenile justice system.



 5)Justice / just-deserts Model: The just-desert model promotes

punishment proportional to the offence of a child. The model

advocates for punishment as a way of ensuring justice and

fairness.

 6) Crime Control Model: The model advocates that juvenile

offenders should be "incapacitated" (either by the means of

imprisonment or by strong community surveillance) on the

other hand the model also leaves room for community

intervention to reform juvenile offenders. The model depends

upon a case by case study, where persistent and chronic

juvenile offenders are incarcerated and not so dangerous

juveniles who can be reformed are sent to community.



Differences:

1.Juvenile delinquents are considered victims of circumstances out

of their control, not as guilty due to their own free will. Adult

offenders are seen as rational actors deserving blame for their

criminal acts.

2.A juvenile who is detained by the police is said to have been

taken into custody, whereas an adult is considered to have been

arrested.

3.The prosecutor in a juvenile case will petition the court, whereas

the prosecutor in an adult case will charge an adult with a crime.

4.The petition the prosecutor brings to the court will come into a

violation of the juvenile code for juveniles; adults will be charged

with a crime under the penal code.

5.Juveniles face an adjudication hearing, whereas adults go to trial.



6.Adjudication hearings for juveniles are generally private, informal

and non criminal in nature; trials for adults are usually formal, public

with some exceptions, and follow rules of criminal court procedures.

7.Judge in an adjudication hearing is a fact finder and acts as a wise

parent, whereas the judge in an adult trial is neutral and intervenes

only to keep order in a court among adversarial prosecutors and

defense attorneys.

8.Juveniles can be found to have engaged in delinquent conducts and

adjudicated, whereas adults can be found guilty. Once the

determination has been made, the next stage is disposition for

juveniles, whereas sentencing for adults.

9.Following dispositions, juveniles may be committed to a state

facility correction homes, and adults may be sent to prison.

10.The juvenile court judge determines the minimum length of stay at

correction home to juveniles. However, adults are subject to length of

incarceration by the judge.



11.Generally, on the basis of the law of the country, disposition lengths for

juveniles are indeterminate and delinquents may usually be released upon

reaching the age of majority (unless released sooner on parole by institutional

authorities). In Nepal, Children Act does not provide such laxity to correction

authorities. But adult generally serve a sentence for a definite / determinate

term.

Similarities:

 a)Being taken into custody (for juveniles) and being arrested (for adults)

both result in the offender being deprived of liberty.

 b)There is little difference in a prosecutor petitioning the court for a

juvenile or the prosecutor filing charges against an adult offender - both

processes lead to hearings that can result in a loss of freedom.

 Both juvenile delinquents and adult offenders are subject to sanction.

Despite these actual similarities in procedures, the juvenile justice system

avoids the use of adult criminal terms for juveniles, believing that juveniles

are less than adults in general and the rehabilitation is better served instead

of labelling them as criminals.



1. Constitutional Aspects

 In addition to the fundamental rights guaranteed to every

citizen, children in Nepal are entitled to eight special

constitutional safeguards and guarantees by the Constitution of

Nepal, 2015 (2072 B.S.). These constitutional protections are:

 Article 11(4): Unidentified child given citizenship by

descent (bamsaj): Every child who is found within the territory

of Nepal and the whereabouts of whose parents are not known

are deemed to be a citizen of Nepal by descent, until the father

or mother of the child get traced.

 Article 18(3) proviso: Special Provisions for Empowerment of

Children: Making special legal provisions for protection,

empowerment or advancement of the interests of children

won't be considered as discrimination to the adults.



Article 39 Rights of Child to/against:

 1)Identity, name and birth registration.

 2)Education, health, nurture, reasonable care, sports, entertainment and

over all personality development.

 3)Preliminary child development and participation.

 4)Employment into factories, mines or other hazardous works.

 5)Child marriage, illegal trade, kidnapping or hostage taking.

 6)admission to or engaging into army, police or armed group or any

misbehaviour/hate/physical, mental, sexual or any other forms of

exploitation.

 7)against physical mental or other forms of torture in house, school or any

other places.

 8)Child friendly justice.

 9)benefit from special protection and facility to helpless, orphan, disable,

armed conflict victim, displaced and vulnerable child.

 10)above (4), (5), (6), and (7) are punishable by law and right of child

victim to get compensation from the offender.



11) Right to Constitutional Remedy (as per Article 46 through

Supreme Court (Article 133) or High Court (Article 144).

State Policies:-

 Article 51(I)3: To eliminate child labour and all forms of

labour exploitation.

 Article 51(J)5: Best Interest Protection of Child to be given

prime consideration.



2. Nepalese Children’sAct, 2018 (2075 B.S.)

 Nepalese Children’s Act, 2018 (2075 B.S.) is a specific law to deal about

children in Nepal. Its features are:

1)GOAL to promote Best Interest Protection of child by respecting,

protecting, promoting and fulfilling rights of child. (Preamble & Section 16)

2)Defines 22 key terms. Some important DEFINITIONS include-

(i)“Juvenile delinquency (kasoor janya karya)” as any act punishable as crime

by prevailing law. {Section 2(c)}

(ii)“Children in Conflict with Law” as any child either accused for or

convicted from juvenile court for punishable act. This definition was lacking

in previous Act. {Section 2(d)}

(iii)“Diversion” as an act of modifying way of treating children in conflict

with law informally by deviating from formal judicial proceeding through

various techniques given in section 29 of the Act. It was not defined by

previous Act. {Section 2(f)}



(iv)“Child” means a person not having completed the age of 18 years.

Previously, it was 16 years. {Section 2(j)}

(v)“Child Pornography (baal aslilta)” as: (i) demonstrating sexual picture of

child through newspaper/poster/print/movie or other means of communication

in such a manner that revels sexual organ of child; (ii) taking or recording

picture/video of children by engaging them into artificial sexual activity; (iii)

production, sale, distribution, export, import, collection and advertisement of

such obscene items. {Section 2(m)}

(vi)Child Sexual Abuse (baal yooun durbhyabahar)” as acts under section 66

(3) of the Act. Since, the previous Act was silent to define this term, this Act

is better comparatively however, it could be made best by slight amendment.

It is advisable to repel the term “baal yooun durbhyabahar” in section 2(p)

and replace it with term “crime against children (balbalika birudhako

kasoor)”in order to make the legal provision clear and effective by bringing

(i) violence against children (balbalika birudhako himsa), and (ii) child sexual

abuse (baal yooun durbhyabaar) both under the ambit / definition of crime

against children (balbalika birudhako kasoor). The amended language should

clearly state - crime against children includes two offences viz- violence

against children and child sexual abuse. {Section 2(p)}



(vii)“Children in need of Special Protection” as 13 categories of children

enlisted in section 48 of the Act. {Section 2(s)}. Accordingly- these children

include:

1.Orphan children

2.Abandoned child

3.Neglected child

4.Child to be diverted

5.Child in prison with parent

6.Child whose parents can’t afford to up-bring them

7.Child isolated from family for securing their best interest protection.

8.Addicted or HIV infected child or those under forced labour

9.Physically and mentally handicapped

10.Crime victims

11.Child victim of armed conflict

12.Child from marginalized dalit community

13 Other as prescribed by government



3) Guarantees 13 legal RIGHTS to every child. (Section 3-15)

4)Keeps “Best Interest Protection of Child” in centre.

5)It imposes DUTY on Family/guardian, State and Media sector. {Section

17,18,19}

6)Prescribes 4 FACTORS as statutory guidelines to be considered while

administering juvenile justice. {Section 20}

7)Special provision for investigation (separate unit within police department)

and prosecution of delinquency. {Section 23}

8)No children in conflict with law could be made to pay bail nor could

generally be kept under detention. {Section 24}

9)It guarantees 10 rights of a child victim. Such comprehensive rights were

not ensured in previous Act. These 10 rights guaranteed in section 25 are:

Right to information, participation, secrecy of personal details, compensation,

free legal aid & psycho-social counselling, free translator, free access to

documents, police protection against threat by offender, camera hearing, and

right to ensure indirect presence of defendant during hearing.



10)It ensures 13 fair trial (pretrial and during trial) rights of children. {Section 26}.

They include right to:- (i) be notified of action against oneself, (ii) defend oneself, (iii)

adjudication from competent court, (iv) ensure presence of parent/guardian in every

proceedings, (v) speedy and fair justice, (vi) confidential hearing, (vii) informed of

constitutional/legal rights, (viii) child friendly investigation/prosecution/adjudication,

(ix) participation in hearing, (x) get parent involved in hearing, (xi) stay separate from

defendant parent, (xii) be presumed innocent, and (xiii) against self-incrimination.

11)It has arranged for diversion for settlement of delinquency: Diversion is legally

recognized process of settling delinquency through informal means instead of

resolving the case through formal judicial proceedings. Section 27, 28, 29 of

Children’s Act, 2075 deals with diversion. Who can divert? – (i) Investigator- property

worth up to Rs 5000/- or fine of up to Rs 2000/- or punishable with up to 1 month

imprisonment (ii) Prosecutor- property worth up to Rs 10,000/- or fine of up to Rs

5000/- or punishable with up to 3 years imprisonment. (iii) Juvenile court – any cases

except delinquency punishable with 3 years or more imprisonment. 4 factors need to

be considered while diversion (S. 28) – confession, consent of child/parent, crime

victim, circumstances (age, maturity, family environment, gravity, loss to victim etc).

Police and government attorney prior to taking decision of diversion, should

mandatorily prepare a report (bodily and mental condition report through child

psychologist & child expert; and economic/cultural background through social

worker) and keep with oneself. {S. 29(4)}



Process for diversion: Consent of child mandatory.

Techniques / methods of diversion (S. 29):

1.Mediation/agreement with victim.

2.Causing to regret/realize guilt.

3.Counselling needy to child /parents.

4.Community Service

5.Institutional care

6.Release under supervision of child welfare officer

7.Handover to parent/guardian

8.Educational training / participation

Period under diversion cannot exceed sentencing period.



 Loss to victim is to be recovered while diversion. (Concept: Diversion is a

process of settling delinquency dispute through informal means

(recognized by law) instead of taking delinquent through formal justice

system. The procedures, methods and other conditions of diversion are

determined by law.)

 12)Establishment of juvenile court to adjudicate case of juvenile

delinquency. (S 30)

 13) Liability for delinquency has been classified into 4 types (unlike 3 in

previous Act):



Criminal Liability of Minor

{Section 36 of Nepalese Children’s Act, 2018 (2075 B.S.)}

Age of: Age Liability

Complete Innocence Below 10 years No Liability

Partial Liability 10 – below 14 Fineable offence: Release by counselling.

Punishable Offence: Up to 6 M imprisonment or Up to

1year Child Reform Home (depending on case)

Half Liability 14 – below 16 Half punishment of adult

Two Third Liability 16- below 18 Two third punishment of adult



14)Punishment could even be postponed if needed for the best interest

protection of child.

15) “Children in need of Alternative care” has been defined in S 49 as seven

types of children mentioned in S 48 (1)’s 1 to 7 discussed already in feature

no 2.vii above. These children are to be kept in alternative cares in

descending priority order of - (i) relatives, (ii) interested family/person, (iii)

familial institution, (iv) child home.

16)Prescribes duties upon school, every public and private bodies and social

organizations to formulate and execute “Child Protection Standard” as a

guidelines for addressing child violence or prevention of sexual abuse, and to

ensure speedy action against complaint filed by child. (S 57)

17) Establishes a National Child Rights Council under chair of Ministry of

Child; Provincial Child Right Committees in each provinces under the chair

of concerned ministers; and Local Child Right Committees at local level

under chair of person appointed by VDC or Municipality office. (S 59 & 60)

18) It establishes Children’s fund to immediately provide rescue, relief,

rehabilitation, compensation for needy child. The amount gets collected from

fine imposed by juvenile court, contribution from GoN/Provincial

government/local level, national sources, foreign sources, and other.



19)It has defined ‘violence against children’ (18 acts) and ‘child sexual abuse’

(11 acts) as “Crime against Children”. (S 66)

Violence Against Children includes following 18 acts: (i) Addicting children

(smoking, drugs, gambling etc), (ii) Entry or use of child in adult

entertainment sector like dance bar etc. (iii) Showing porn, (iv) Torture or

inhumane treatment, (v) Isolation for mental torture, (vi) E-harassment, (vii)

Use in political activities, (viii) Unlawful detention or confinement, (ix) Cruel

and inhumane treatment, (x) Forced begging, (xi) Forced orphanization, (xii)

Religious exploitation, (xiii) Circus involvement, (xiv) Criminal training, (xv)

Child marriage, (xvi) Illegal organ transplantation, (xvii) Medical experiment

on child, and (xviii) Unlawfully keeping in children’s home.

Child Sexual Abuse has been defined as following 11 acts: (i) Exposure to

sexual materials, (ii) Recording, storing or using sexual items, (iii) Forcing

for sexual activities, (iv) Use in sexual activities, (v) Touching private organs

with sexual intent, (vi) Use for arousal, (vii) Use for sexual satisfaction, (viii)

Sexual exploitation, (ix) Use for sex service, (x) Use or cause to use with

intent of sexual abuse, (xi) Prostitution.



20. Offences against children has been considered as an offence involving

moral turpitude (S 67.)

21. Maximum punishment is in commission of two offences - Use for sex

service and Prostitution. Up to 1 lakhs 50 thousand fine and up to 15 years

imprisonment. {S 72(1)h}.

22. It guarantees right to compensation not less than fine imposed to offender

(compensation to child victim either at once or on instalment basis or for

immediate medical treatment). In case of inability or inadequacy, the court

should issue decree to compensate from Children’s Fund. In the case of death,

the amount is handed to parents or family members or guardians (S 73).

23. Limitation: Cognizable offence (S 76). Within 1 year or 1 year from the

date of attainment of majority. (S 74)

24. It talks about duties of children (S 77) – example- obey seniors etc.

25. No hearing can proceed in absence of lawyer. Court must provide free

legal aid to needy.

26. Appeal to high court within 35 days ( S 82)



27. In case of uncertainty of child’s age, the law prescribed

following evidences to be entertained in descending order of

priority: {S 83(d)}

i.DoB recorded in Hospital issued Birth certificate

ii.DoB issued by Local Registrar

iii.DoB Recorded in school admission or character certificate

iv.DoB issued by Medical expert after medical examination of

child

v.DoB mentioned in horoscope or that mentioned by family

members.

28. Power to issue necessary directive and procedures has been

conferred upon Ministry of child and Supreme Court for

effective implementation of the Act. (S 84)



1.Identity of a child undergoing investigation for charge of

delinquency has to be confidential and symbolic. (Rule 3)

2.Child accused of delinquency can be taken into control (not

arrested) only as an exception. (Rule 4) Such child could be

kept in inspection room (not in custody) only with the

permission of juvenile court. (Rule 5)

3.Inspection is required to have minimum facilities determined

by law such as: pure drinking water, proper lighting (sunlight)

and ventilation, hygienic food, proper bedding, sanitation and so

on. Court has authority inspect these. (Rule 6)



4.It talks about child friendly investigation through:

a.Informal dress and identity card.

b.Cause of taking and information.

c.Rights.

d.Inform parents or guardians as well.

e.Medical examination.

f.Needy counselling.

g.Prepare social study report through social worker.

h.Ensure presence of a guardian or lawyer while executing any document.

i.Promptly inform concerned district juvenile justice committee about such taking

(control).

j.Access to lawyer.

k.Child friendly environment of interrogation.

l.Use of understanding language. No interrogation at night time. One interrogation

should not exceed 60 minutes.

m.Should not pressurize (influence) to confess.

n.Take support of child psychologist or social worker if needed.

o.Confidential interrogation in a separate room.(Rule 7 and 8)



5.It allows authority to send for diversion to police investigator, prosecutor

and court. Community service such as learning, cleaning schools, assisting

pilgrimages and elderly people etc. can be given to one above 16 years not

exceeding 100 hours or 2 hours per day. (Rule 9 and 10)

6.Charge sheet has to be filed by prosecutor to juvenile bench (for minor co-

defendant) and to concerned court for adult defendants in the case of crime

committed by involvement of juvenile and adults.(Rule 11)

7.Child friendly hearing (adjudication) testimony in separate room with

display of recorded camera on the screen of judge, ensure presence of

parent,guardian, lawyer, child psychologist or a person with whom child feels

comfortable to give testimonythrough juvenile bench, social worker and child

psychologist and child experts.(Rule 18 and 20)

8.In camera hearing. No other person allowed except parents, family

members, guardian, lawyer, government attorney, victim and people

authorized by court. (Rule 20)

9.Anyone can submit evidence to court for establishing innocence of children

in conflict with law. (Rule 22)



10.Provision of security and other necessary decree to needy child victim and

witness. (Rule 24)

11. Imposes duty on court to provide a copy of judgement free of cost to child

[parents\ guardian\lawyer] (Rule 28)

12. Restorative justice (rehabilitation model) is the central notion of Nepalese Juvenile

Justice system. Its principles are to be adhered while diversion, decision making and

liability execution. Basis and procedure of restorative justice is to be in accordance

with guidelines issued by Supreme Court. (Rule 29)

13. Establishes a Central Child Welfare Committee comprising of 11 members chaired

by a judge of Supreme Court. (Rule 30) It is in Pulchowk.

14.It establishes District Child Welfare Committee in each district comprising of 14

members including senior most district judge as chair. (Rule 34)

15. Age estimation through medical legal examination of a child through examination

at government hospital [as far possible]. (Rule 37)

16. Probation officer has been appointed with mandate to assist juvenile bench,

investigator and prosecutor, to submit various reports to court and supervise children

in conflict with law sent to probation by court.(Rule 43)

17. Supreme court, Office of Attorney General, Police Headquarter, Child Ministry

and Central Juvenile Justice Committee have authority to issue necessary directives to

get the Act and this regulation executed to sub-ordinate offices. (Rule 45)



 Gazette & Entry into Force: 2078/02/05

 93 Rules, 8 Schedules, 100 Pages. 

 Rule 17: GoN can establish & operate needy no. of

Child Reform Homes in colloboration with Province

Government.

 Meditation, yoga, sports, entertainment, electronic

devices etc facilities to enhance creativity in CRHs.

(Rule 27/28)

 All types of Health Insurance (In addition to basic free

health services guaranteed by GoN to all citizens) -Rule

32

 Psycho-social councelling right: Rule 34



 Family Bonding: (Rule 37)

◦ direct meeting

◦ two times travel expenses for poor parents to meet child.

◦ at least 1 time per week telephone conversation with 

parent

◦ Gifts if any parents want to give (with permission of CRH 

if such gift is in child’s interest).

◦ Allow child to go and meet sick family member or attend 

funeral (on permission of Juvenile court with police 

guard).

◦ to those who completed 1/3rd sentence in CRH, Juvenile 

court on recommendation of Probation officer can allow 

child to go home and stay with family for few days in a  

week.



 Repels:

◦ Children’s Regulation 2051 BS and 

◦ Emergency Child Rescue (Operation) Fund, 2067 BS



a)UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989 (Already Discussed: See

Article 1, 37 and 40)

 b)UN Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice, 1985

(Beijing Rules)

 c)UN Guidelines for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency, 1990 (Riyadh

Guidelines)

 d)UN Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty, 1990

(JDL Rules)

 e)UN Minimum Rules for Non-Custodial Measures, 1990 (Tokyo Rules)

 f)UN Guidelines for Action on Children in the Criminal Justice System,

1997 (Vienna Guidelines)



 1. Ram Kumar Karki v. GoN; Mandamus, NKP 2077, V

10/11, DN 10593, p 1990.-Wrong investigation and

improper prosecution if forces accused to stay in jail

but final verdict aquits - need for separate law to

compensate miscarriage of justice - Directive order

issued to study various practices abroad.

 2. Ram Kumar Karki v. GoN; Mandamus, NKP 2077,

V 10/11, DN 10593, p 1990- Infanticide by young

offender (child or boy/girl below 20 years) to be treated

softly while examining unsafe sexual activities.

Otherwise, it may create problem in social

rehabilitation. 2 years imprisonment to young mother

defendant (16-18 years) as per section 17A of Crime

(Punishment Determination & Execution) Act, 2074.



 Advocate Ajaya Sankar Jha (Rupes) v. Kailali District 

Court;  (Writ No. 076-WH-329 of the Year, 2077 B.S 

(2020). Case: habeas corpus. Date of Decision: 

2077/01/14B.S (2020/04/26).

 SCt ordered to hand over detainee children to their 

parents. The decision is progressive decision by the 

Supreme Court of Nepal at the situation of pandemic 

condition of corona virus. (COVID19).



4. Udaya Sankar Mandal v. Nepal Government; (NKP

2075 BS (2018). Part 1, Case: habeas corpus, Decision

No. 9930. p. 78).

 Juvenile defendant (15) convicted for Burglary-

detention with no capacity to pay the fine - SCt issued

Habeus Corpus stating detention is last Resort for

children in conflict with law, which is recognized by

International law ICCPR. As well as Court focused on

to maintain the confidentiality in the case of children in

conflict with law.



 5. Advocate Raju Prasad Chapagain v. Office of the

Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers et al.

(NKP (2065/2009). Part 10. Decision No. 8019. p.

1180)

 Accidental loss of life of a child by assault of

teacher/guardian in the name of protection and

education no more excused- declared provision ultra

viresas it permits torture against children.



6. Advocate Sumedha Shakya working in Advocacy

Forum, Nepal on behalf of Suresh B.K. of 13 years old v.

Office of the Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers

et al. (Writ No. 0004 of the Year, 2065 (2008). Case:

Habeas Corpus, Certiorari, Mandamus et al. Date of

Decision: 2065/06/13 (2008/09/29)

 Habeas Corpus and mandamus writs issued to

establish sufficient CR Homes, develop them with

infrastructure and increase capacity of existing CRHs.



 7. Advocate Sapana Pradhan Malla on behalf of Forum

for Women, Law and Development (FWLD) v. Office

of the Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers et

al.

 Mandamus issued by SCt to maintain

privacy/confidentiality of Child victim’s identity-

Issued guidelines and directed to enact law.



8. Saubhagya Shah on behalf of Ganesh Shyantan (name

changed) v. District Administration Office, Kathmandu et

al. (Writ No. 2065BS (2008)-WH - 007. Case: Habeas

Corpus. Date of Decision: 2065/07/18 (2008/11/03)

 Ganesh Shyantan (12) charged of stealing three Panas

from Chundevi Mandir under Some Public (Offence

and Punishment) Act 2027BS. CDO Kathmandu

demanded bail Rs.2000 according to no. 118(5) of

Court Management chapter of Muluki Ain - unable to

pay bail- sent to CRH, Bhaktapur for detention- SCt

issued Habeas Corpus and released- No law exists to

imprison child for inability to deposit security amount.



9. Kumar Chaudhary v. Nepal Government

 Rape conviction- The decision to make the offender

(age 12-14yrs) pay half his property to the rape victim

as compensation in accordance to no.10 of Chapter on

Rape was held contradictory to section 11(2) of the

Children’s Act, 2048 BS.



10. Advocate Mr. Ashish Adhikari on behalf of Mr.

Keshav Khadka v. Dhankuta District Court, Dhankuta et

al. (Writ No. 3685 of the Year, 2057B.S (2000). Case:

Habeas Corpus. Date of Decision: 2058/01/28 B.S

(2001/05/11).

 Keshav Khadka - Theft conviction by Dhankuta

District Court- imposed punishment of an

imprisonment of 22 days and fine of Rs. 29,379.00-

unable to pay- forced to live in prison with adults- writ

of habeas corpus and mandamus issued to release him

from an unlawful imprisonment.



11. Advocate Ashish Adhikari on behalf of Pode Tamang

v. Sindhupalchowk District Court et al. (Writ No. 4022 of

the Year, 2058 B.S (2001). Case: Habeas Corpus. Date of

Decision: 2058/04/10 B.S (2001/07/25).

 Homicide- Pode Tamang (15)- Sindhupalchok District

Court - Mandamis issued by SCt to release from Prison

and establish CRH.



12. Advocate Mr. Ashish Adhikari on behalf of Mr.

Keshav Khadka v. Dhankuta District Court, Dhankuta et

al. (Writ No. 3685 of the Year, 2057B.S (2000). Case:

Habeas Corpus. Date of Decision: 2058/01/28 B.S

(2001/05/11).

Keshav Khadka - Theft conviction by Dhankuta

District Court- imposed punishment of an imprisonment

of 22 days and fine of Rs. 29,379.00- unable to pay-

forced to live in prison with adults- writ of habeas corpus

and mandamus issued to release him from an unlawful

imprisonment.



13. Advocate Ashish Adhikari on behalf of Bablu Godia

v. Banke District Court et. al. (Writ No. 3390 of the Year,

2057 B.S (2000). Case: Habeas Corpus. Date of

Decision: 2057/12/02 B.S (2001/03/15).

Theft - Detained in Nepalgunj Prison after bail-

Mandamus issued by SCt to release and initiate

construction of CRH.



 Currently: 8 CRHs in Nepal. 

Report during FY 2078/79 (till 2078 Poush end; Source: 

National Child Rights Council).

 Total Capacity of CRHs: 500

 Total No. of children: 1007

◦ below 14 years: 25

◦ 14 to 16 years: 147

◦ 16 to 18 years: 605

◦ 18 complete: 220

 Ongoing trial: 571

 Awaiting judgment execution: 436



On detention due to decision delay: 349

 4 months delay (than 120 days): 62

 6 months delay: 170

 1 year delay: 1.5 years delay: 18 

 2 years delay: 14 

Justice Delay Report during FY 2078/79 (till 2078 

Poush end; Source: National Child Rights Council).

 No of cases exceeding hearing days (120 days) limit: 

314



 Province 1: 77 cases in 12 districts; Lowest Taplejung (1), 

Highest Jhapa (21)

 Province 2 (Madesh): 44 cases in 7 districts; Lowest Saptari 

(3), Highest Sarlahi (10)

 Province 3 (Bagmati): 75 cases in 12 districts; Lowest 

Nuwakot & Chitwan (1), Highest Ktm (23)

 Province 4 (Gandaki): 41 cases in 9 districts; Lowest Parbat 

(1), Highest Nawalpur (13)

 Province 5 (Lumbini): 45 cases in 10 districts; Lowest 

Gulmi & Nawalparasi (1), Highest upandehi (9)

 Province 6 (Karnali): 13 cases in 8 districts; Lowest Rukum 

& Surkhet (1), Highest in 5 districts (2)

 Province 7 (Far-West): 19 cases in 9 districts; Lowest in 5 -

Bajang, Bajura, Baitadi, Doti, Darchula  (1), Highest Kailali 

(8)



 Overcrowded Detention:

◦ Doti-38 [Min.] (Capacity 25; 16-18yrs: 24; Trial

delay:10)

◦ Hetauda- 54

◦ Parsa- 103 (Capacity 60)

◦ Rupandehi- 107 (Capacity 60)

◦ Banke- 170 (capacity 75)

◦ Sanothimi-240 [Max] (Capacity 190; 16-18yrs: 132;

Trial delay: 101)

◦ Morang- 201 (Capacity 50)

◦ Kaski- 94 (Capacity 50)



 It’s almost 32 years nepal ratified CRC, 1989 (14th

Sept. 1990). Nepal is committed to Juvenile Justice in

Constitutional (Article 39 confers 10 fundamental

rights (including right to child friendly justice in 39(8)

and compensation to child victim) in addition to general

FRts under article16-46), legal, policy based, structural

and program based manner.

 2068 National Census:

◦ 41.84% polulation is children below 18 years age.

◦ 37.37% below 16 years

◦ 32.35% below 14 years



 Total cases of juvenile delinquency during FY 2077/78

in Nepal: 1438.

 Total juvenile Defendants: 1799 (1683 boys and 60

girls).

 Out of 1438 cases, Decided in this FY: 409.

 Remaining 1029 cases: Ongoing (case load).

 Source: Report on Situation of Child Rights in Nepal,

2078 BS (National Child Rights Council, Pulchowk,

Lalitpur)
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